Project Report to the AGM on Phase 2 Project
Phase 2 works are drawing to a close. At the outset of the project it was agreed that members would
continue to enjoy the use of existing facilities, except for the old gym and apart from the loss of one
squash court for a month, this was successfully achieved. Studio, storage and therapy activities were
maintained. The club now has a state of the art squash facility, new gym and therapy facilities. A
backlog of maintenance issues has been dealt with and Future Proofing and Sustainability have been
accommodated. The ability to accommodate further Phases 3 and 4 in the Undercroft has been
made easier. A New Planned Preventative Maintenance regime is planned to accommodate the
whole Coolhurst site and is subject to a separate report to the AGM.
The complex nature of the logistics and the necessity to satisfy a number of planned objectives has
tested the patience and abilities of all those concerned with delivering the project whilst taking
cognisance of a large number of interested parties, not least over 900 members, adjoining
neighbours and the parties who have contributed to an outstanding project.
In addition to producing the facility a number of additional factors have had a major bearing on the
outturn costs and delivery. These are;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Legacy of Phase 1 Works
Upgrading and renewal of existing systems, essential maintenance and Future Proofing
Logistics, access, prolongation of attendance items, affecting preliminaries costs.
The development of design, after tenders have been let, increasing the value of packages
of work.
5. Deferred works which are required which have been put back to the Spring
1. Legacy of Phase 1 Works





Additional cables, attendances, Hurst Ave 250 amp supply, Pillar work to new tennis courts,
removal of old radio system and replacement of wiring.
Footpath works, rear staircase and lighting works resulted in additional cost due to access
restrictions and the level of remedial work following the construction of the main building.
The completion of this work has been deferred to the spring.
Additional consultancy fees

2. Upgrading and renewal of existing systems, essential maintenance and Future Proofing







Club House extension- additional works including awning, blinds and steps
Extend and divert heating pipes club house
Additional asbestos removal
Removal of additional excavated material to facilitate Phases 3+4
All above ground guttering rainwater systems have been re-configured and replaced.
The creation of space for Phase 3 the use of the front half of the undercroft for multipurpose
studio use.





























Replacement of all the underground drainage, which was in any event beyond its useful life.
This now includes drainage provision for eventual new changing facilities/toilets in the
under-croft in Phase 4.
The provision of a harvester collection tank to collect “grey” rainwater from all the roofing to
the squash building squash buildings for use in tennis court cleaning, irrigation and changing
in phase 4
Modification to water mains front entrance to provide cold supplies
Cold feed to serve rainwater harvester, water outlets and hanging baskets
Drinking fountains to Gym and Portico
Strengthening roof space and boarding out over Gym
Provisions of new water main with drinking water near the gym and at upper level in the
portico;
Extending the cold water supply to the new therapy room and a washing machine point with
attendant drainage.
Installation of a new fire hydrant. This was a requirement of the fire officer not included in
initial the budget.
Total rewiring for the Globus court booking system. The necessity to completely reconfigure
this system has resulted in increased design and installation costs including a new switch
panel.
Essential upgrading of the ventilation systems to squash courts 1, 2 and 7 has been taken
firstly, due to the inadequacy of the existing fresh air systems and secondly the decision to
upgrade all 7 playing courts to England Squash standards. The requirement to reduce noise
levels have become paramount which the new system will attenuate and alleviate persistent
complaints from neighbours. All courts have now good sound insulation.
Strip out and purge gas systems in the squash courts 1+2 ,7 and gym
Additional cable length to Hurst Avenue (following accurate survey)
Additional 250amp supply to Hurst Avenue intake room
Pillar works to court 7 for Globus system and repairs to court 2 systems
Replacement and additional voice data cabling
Additional data cabling to Globus system
Revisions to lighting fitting schedule and alterations to court lighting system to comply with
requirement to fix the lighting rigidly in position.
To ensure security for staff and members CCTV cameras will allow for strategic surveillance
over the new building and the access point from Hurst Avenue
Reshaping the hipped end of the roof to squash court 7 to a consistent roofline to avoid
gutter maintenance issues between the old and the new buildings and the fire proofing of
the walls between old and new courts buildings.
a ramped tarmac surface access to the rear of the under-croft from the car-park behind
courts 1+2, will allow for works vehicle access for under-croft development
The new building has been built within the planning height, but the differential ground levels
have will ramped and steps removed to allow for small vehicle and wheelchair access
between clubhouse levels, walkway to squash courts 1 and 2 and undercroft entry, external
entry to squash court 1, entry to tennis court 1, and the level of the pathway between
artificial grass and hard tennis courts. It was agreed that his work could have been be
delayed until future funds are made available, However the design of the loggia has meant
that some of this work has now become essential in design development.





specification of the steel for the structure of the new building has been upgraded so that the
roof would be strong enough to hold a 4 tonne covering of solar panels
In the car-park a bund to prevent surface rainwater from our car-park flooding the garages
of our Brook Lodge neighbours will be created this has been agreed with the neighbours and
will be carried out in March
In order to separate the Portico from the corridor leading to the gym, offices, therapy room
1 and court 7, the corridor has been shortened, and the roof insulated and covered with
reclaimed tiles from the old clubhouse.

3. Logistics, access, prolongation of attendance items, affecting preliminaries costs.


The project was difficult to access and without the cooperation of St. Aloysius School could
not have been achieved. A considerable amount of remedial work to the playing field has
resulted. The savings on the tender packages enabled the CM to provide these attendances
from within the savings made. Increases in the cost of design have outweighed these
attendance costs. A number of packages where let with unloading and access provided by
the construction manager. These are outlined below;
 Courttech
Positioning of their equipment on to the site
Additional lateral restraints not allowed for in additional design
Ball savers to prevent balls from lodging in the open steel structures
Viewing area between courts not in the original budget
Resurfacing of the Gym floor.
 Coverworld
Works to the adjacent roofs
Rainwater pipe and drainage system works
Access to complete the works to the rear
 M+E trade contractor
Additional attendance for working out sequence due to loggia work preventing access
More internal access towers and lighting to provide safe access
Prolongation costs for preliminaries and site attendance costs (subject to claw back)
Portico
 Additional bracketry attendance, on portico contractor to minimise disruption to tennis
courts
4. Design development and increase in the value of packages of work.









Considerable increased cost of steelwork design post tender, based on tonnage. The
Principal increased costs were incurred with the positioning cleats between
structural members to maintain court sizes together with the introduction of
secondary steel
A ongoing review of the Globus system has resulted in the provision of additional
data cabling not envisaged in the original tender
CCTV system as described above
Magnetic Lock to gymnasium and attendant data cabling.
The savings against the elimination of two steel staircases into one external staircase
have not produced a saving when taking account of the lobby, additional benches
and additional oak decking.
The provision the concrete loggia walkway was against a hard landscaping budget
which was in adequate.

 Use of additional higher specification light fittings (16no. ) to Portico
 VAT paid on Courttech which we were originally advised was not required to be paid
 Additional soft costs to consultants
5. Delayed works which are required which can be deferred
 Hard landscaping to rear including bund to car park
 Equality Act ramps adjacent to Tennis Court 1
 Soft landscaping to rear
 Completion of M+E works

6. Summary Works costs Phase 2, Upgrades and Renewals
 legacy of Phase 1 works (£10,725)


upgrading and renewal of existing systems, maintenance and future proofing (£74,392)



logistics, access, and prolongation of the programme (£37,014)



design development and alterations as the project proceeded (£52,000)



Delayed and deferred works (£19,091)

Total
September 2011 Budget
Total

£193222
£1,066,000
£ 1,259,222 as per the revised cost plan

Summary
In the space of a little over a year the club have succeeded in building new facilities and taken care
of a considerable amount of renewal, upgrade and maintenance issues which will continue with the
emphasis on tennis throughout 2012 and 2013 in order to preserve the club as a premier location for
sports related activities in North London. The

